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INTRODUCTION

Accurate spelling is important at all levels of written composition.
A writer's creativity and effectiveness are influenced greatly by
spelling ability. Good spellers are able to express their thoughts on
paper freely while poor spellers are hampered in their ability to
communicate in writing.

Mastery of .En4ish spelling presents challenges for both the
teacher and student. In an attempt to achieve success, a variety of
methods and approaches are often used in the classroom. In some
instances these attempts are valid and result in success. But far too
many do not have a sound basis and sometimes do more damage
than good.

To achieVe the bc.-st results, it is critical for the teacher to under-,
stand the spelling process and use effective, proven teaching
methods. To do this, teachers should identify valid rpsearch find-
ings in the field of spellivg.

An investigation of spelling literature reveals that spelling is one
of the mqst thoioughly :esearched areas of the curriculum, and
interest in how best. to :each spelling persists. Most of the recent
research substantiates earlier findings, and even though some
conflicts arise, there is much agreement from which the classroom
practitioner can gain helpful direction.



SPE LLING

In observing spelling practices in classrooms, one often wonders
why a particular method is used when other methods have proven
more suL cess,tul. Ernest Horn's observation in 1960 is still true to-
day:

While the existing evideni.e will he refined, enlarged, and in somi_
insranLes. correrted by new rewarch, rhe chief problem today ap-
pears to be a more crirical and universal application of the evidence
now available. H. 1 450,

One of the tasks faced by the spelling teacher and the authors of
spelling programs is to apply the evidence now available. By bring-
ing together pertinent research findings, the author of this report
hopes to assist in this task.

In order to understand how to set up an effective spelling
program, it is helpful to approach the task"in a systematic way. First,
it is important for the teacher to understand the major problems
faced by the student. Second, it is- necessary to understand the
citical problems faced.by the teacher.:Third, it is important co im-
plement methods that have been proven successful. Fourth, ir -is
useful for the zeacher to understand the causes of, and how to over-
come, spelling deficiency. And fifth, the teacher should recognize
future needs and developments in spelling itistruction..

6



PROBLEMS FACED BY THE SPELLER

To teach spelling, teachers should understand the task faced by the
spelier. Many adults have forgotten the frustration they
experierg_ed as they learned to spell. Their familiarity with the
shapes and letter sequences of certain words has made it possible
for them to spell accurately. In this way some adults lose their em-
pathY With the learner, thereby becoming insensitive to the prob-
lems facing:those who have not yet learned to spell.

The inconiistencies faced by spellers of English are many. They
must learn to use 26 letters to represent some 44 different sounds
found in the larguage. Not only is one written symbol frequently
required to represent more than one sound, but a complicated
.system has evOlved in which rwo symbols are sometimes written to
represent one sound in, one context and a different sound in
another, resulting in the existence of at least 2,000 different visual
patterns which represent the 44 sounds.

While no attempt will be made in thiS'report to treat comprehen-
sively the problems faced by the speller, four major areas will be
discussed to help re-acquaint the reader with these problems:,sr.lell-
ing the schwa sound, spelling the "r controlled- vowel, spelling
other multiples of single sounds, and additional problems.

Spelling the Schwa Sound

A major source of confusion resuks from the schwa soundW. It
occurs frequently in English and in a variety of ways. Though its use
may vary from one part of the country to another, it is the sound
often assigned to the vowels (a,e,i,o,u) in the unaccented syllable of
a multi-Syllable word (e.g., distant, problem, robin, bottom,

7
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pr oduct). and it is sometimes represented by combinations of these
vowels ( e.g.. certain. ocean. question). Confusion is compounded
whcn s()int: peuplc use th:2 sound in commonly used words that
have unly tlc syllable I the, of, frinfli. The sound is also found
more than (ince in some worcfs. When this is the case, there are
sometimes two different spellings for the same sound (elephant,
capitol) while in other worch the samc symbol is used both times
-the sound occurs tbanana. exCellent). Further complication results
from the fact the schwa sound is usually the same as that of the
short iulthe difference being whether or not the syllable in
which it occurs is stressed.

The si:hwa sound "is found in half of the multi-syllabic words in
the I 6.000 commonest words. It is spelled thirty ways with almost
any Vowel or vowel digraph.- (2:363) In order to empatnize with
rheir students and fo plan effective learning strategies, teachers
should he famihar with the schwa sound and its function, a common
but piiorly understood clement of the English langdage.

Spelling the ''r Controlled" Vowel

During an actual spelling contest a child was asked to spell the word
-bird"; he responded b-u-r-d." The boy was told that he was
wrong and was eliminated from the contest, whereupon he re-
torted: If b-u-r-d doesn't spell bird, then what does it spell?" This

:--illUstrates another frustration faced by the speller and pinpoints
one of the most frequent causes of spelling errorsthe "r con-
trolled" vowel.

In the words "her," "fir," and 'imam" we find common exam-
ples of /er/ being spelled three different ways. In the words "dollar"
and "doctor" we find the same sound spelled with "ar" and "or."

:The sound of /er/ is spelled with "er." "ir," or "ur" in a variety of
circumstances and is spelled with "or" or "ar" in the unaccented
syllable in several multi-syllable words, and by "or" when preceded
by a "w- as in the word "work."

lc is much easier for students to say /er/ when "er," "ir," or "ur" is
seen in print than it is for them to spell correcily when told that the
sound of /er/ can be spelled with "er," "ir,2 "Lir.," "or," or "ar." This
is one reason why the skill of effective spelling-usually lags behind
effective reading, for the speller is required to remember how
many words look before being able to spell them correctly.

8



Pr,,blon) Fa,cd the Speller II

Spelling Other Multiples of Single Sounds

Ifl aidirion to the sLhwa and the r controlled- vowels, there are
sounds that have more than onc spelling. They also iontribute
p;)or spelling and frustration. Boyer -0 gives exathples of 15 dif-
ferent ways in which the long a , sound can be written. Horn

;8:1 ; ;8; states that -the long 'e! sound is spelled fourteen ways in
'commk;n words and only about one-fifth of the time with It/ alone.-
There at.: at least 10 ways to spell the long /i/ sound. This,
ombined .vith the wa'ys to spell the long ;al and long /e/ cited

abGve, make-2t least ;9 co:nil-ion ways to spell these three oitrids
-In our writmg of the language the letter 'a' has forty-seven d-:--

ferent sound associates. There are 300 different combinations
whiih express the sevcnteen vowel soUnds.- (2:363 1 When all
possibilities are appl:ed to words in the Envlish langua,ge, thou-
sands of spelling variations evolve for certain words, each being
phonically correct. An example is the word circumference. When it
was aiialyzed by syllables to'determine the possibilities fti spelling
the word sound, 288 flossible combinations were discovered.
When each letter was analyzed, 396,900.000 possible combina-,
cions were found. (2:363)

To say that multiple spellings of single sounds cause spelling
problems for the scudentis an undersciitement. It is no mystery that
children continue to spell many words ina;:curatelyin their writing,
even if they have been able to pass them successfully on a spelling,
test.

Additional Problems

A multiplicity of other problems faces the speller..Those,cqnnected
with the letter -c- arc examples. Tht- letter has no sound of its'
own and nearlY always has the /s/ sound-when followed by the.let-
cers or lc usually takes the sound of /k/ when followed
by other letters except when it is combined with 11- co repreSent
the digraph sourk1 of /cif/.

Other complications are caused by the le-ters -x- and -q-, which
have no sounds of their .own and appear. co serve no unique pur-
pose. The many silent letters, along witt. foreign spellings and,
ocher inconsistencies, are further sources of confusion.

English spelling :s difficUlt, and rhe punishment for poor spelling
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is harsh. Although mastery must remain the goal, teachers should
be awarl: of the problems that face the student, and not br..?"1
scu,ients -dull- or -lazy- when they might be v'ctims of a system
that appears to be int( ,nsisrent to the point of being impossible or.
;11,best, difficult for some to master.

Attempted ReArm
The problems faced by the speller have not gone unnoticed, and

through th-f years several serious and scholarly attempts have been
made to reform the spelling of the English language by making it
more regular and consistent in its symbol-sound relationships. At-

tempts to bring order out of orthographic confusion have been
underway since-the middle of the fourteen'', century. Each cewury
since then has seen serious attempts to overcome the proble:Ths.

Among others, Benjamin Franklin suggested exrensive changes in
American spelling in 1-68. and Noah Webster introduced many
new spellings. Webster's book. the Elementar): Spelling Book.

published in 1783"has had considerabfe influence on English spell-

ing.
In more recent years continued attempts have bren made by in-

dividuals sand by organized societies. -Highly compecetzt scholars
like Dr. Godfrey Dewey of Harvard (now Erneritus),,. a.,c1 Dr.
Ralph Owen of Temple, and . . George Bernard Shaw,
Colonel R. R. McCorMick of the Chicago Tribane. and Thorgtein
Veblen have contributed their attention for long years. . .."
(-18:435

Since the latter part of the eighteenth century several societies
both in Britain and the United States have developed and recom-
mended the adoption of rules which would greatly simplify English
spelling. It would be gratifying to be able to report that giant stridgs
have resulted from these previous efferts arlii that both financial
and human resources ha,,e been conserved, but the words of Ernest
Horn writing many years ago still ring true:

Although the changes recommended by thirseArarious organizations

were scholarly and, in the main, conservative, neither the general

rules suggested for simplifying our spelling nor the listsfof wOrds
recommended for simplification have had much influence, unfortu-

nately. on present-day spelling. (37)

1 0
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The quest to reform spelling, though discouraging at times. is nor
hopeless. There arc those who beheve that through technological
and intellectual advances, some of the major obstacles can be over-
come and thus make meaningful progress possible.

In spite of the continued efforts made to simplify the spelling of
English. past experience dictates that teachers in the classrooms to-
day must not wait for wii]::;pread changes before they reach
children how to spell, for the odds are grc-at that students in school
now will leave the classroom before hoped-for changes have bccn
realized.

1 1



PROBLEMS FACED BY THE TEACHER

While the problems that face thr spelling teacher sometime., seem
legion, there are a few that persist in being very troublesome. Of
these, the three most critical are: (1) how to recognize and rr.et in-
dividual needs by providing instruction geared to accommodate the
wide 'range of ability within a classroom, 21 how to sekct the ap-
pmpriate spelling vocabulary that win bent-tit students the most,
and ( i) how to use methods. procedures, at. d activities based on
valid research findings that will enable students r use their time
most productivdy. Fortunately, information is available in all three
of these eas w'-iich should help teachers understand the problems
that spellers face and, in turn, show these teachers. how they can
take meaningful and effective action.

Individual Differences in Spelling

It has been in our schools more than in any other place that indi-
vidual differences in spelling have come to our attentinn. (71) Re-
search and experience have shown the range of spelling ability and
achievement to be great among students in all. grades. (42)
Observant teachers and others who have access to written work or
,spelling tests of schoolchildren are very much aware of the dif-
ferences among individuals.

Not unfamiliar to the classroom teacher is the frustrating
experience of a fifth-grade teacher who, during the first week of
school, gave a test to his students on all the words found in their
spelling text for that yi:ar. Fourteen students in his class of twenty-
nine spelled all the words correctly, and there were others who
knew how to spell very few of the words. His comment was,
know what to do in spelling the first week of school [give a test on
the words for the year], but what do I do to meet the needs of the
chiidren for the remaining weeks of the year?" This is a dilemma
that is faced by practically every teacher, an(i it is one that must be
resolved if teachers axe to carry out their responsibilities.

12



problems Faced b) the Teacher I 5

Differences in spelling ability havc been discovered in research
sicvse the early part of this century. In 1913, Buckingham (6)
conducted a study of children in grades three. through ...ight entitled
Sfielling Ability. Its Measurement and Distribations, in which
he reported Ilia. pupils of every grade bf:tween the third and eighth
grades perform like typical children of every other grade within
that range. in 1927, Gcorge D. Srr' (,t, mon .-,1 an exten-
sive survey of the schOols of Dv ludiag the
city of Jacksonville. Ifti the s;..f' ..,nge in spell-
ing ability equal to 10 schoc e of two and
one-half years between the scores of those
pupils in the middle 50 percc.,, 1u1c .ncreased .to almost
three years in the eighth grade. There is, in ef,fect,' a spread of
academic achievement as children. progress from grdde to grade. If
we are to succeed, these differences gmong studehts must be
recognized and met.

SPellingVocabulary

The choice of words to be taught is another critical task faced by
the teacher of Agreement is strong that the words to be in-
cluded in a spelling prograni should, in large, be based upon those
that children habitually use in their writing. Horn (39:7) has stated
that 'the frequency with which words are written by children in a
given grade is now generally regarded as the primar-F-Kinciple fo

"It seenis desirable that the words to be taught in any gr de should
the selection of P.,ords for that grade." He (38:1344)

_be chosen from among those words that appear in the ?airing done
by chiklren in that grade and from words used [frequently] in adult
writing, thus insuring both present and futuresalue."

Several studies have been conducted for the.purpose of discover-
ing which words should be included in spelling,programs, Among
those that investigate child or adult writing vOcabtilaries ares; udies
by Thorndike"and Lorge (69), Fitzgerald (23), Dolch (15), Horn
(37), and Rinsland (63). Detailed examination has been.rnade of the
words identified by .these studies. They have been analyzed accord-
ing to usage by children in specific:grades, by children in general,

,and by adults. The results of thi's research should serve as a guide
for peoPle who pfepare basic lists of words for use in'regular spell-

13
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16 SoELLING

i;ig programs and thus help solve one of the two important prob-
lems involved in the teaching of spelling: spelling vocabulary.

There is general agreement that the studies by Rinsland (63) and
Horn (37) still serve as the best sources of words used by Children
and adults in their writing. A careful investigation of these studies
reveals information that should be understood and used by all
teachers o' spelling. This investigation reveals which words are
used most frequently and have the greatest utility. It also reveals
certain words that are used frequently by both children and adults,
and other words that arc used frec iently EsN irher children or
adults.

The information gained ir stu,uc, of utmost im-
portance to the teacher of spc!,..,, n ii 1 hie 1 , 1,000 words
account for 89 percent of all words that childreil use in their writing
(89 percent usage for 1,000 words), 2,000 words account for 95
percent (a 6 percent usage gain for the second 1,000 words), and
3,000 words account for 97 percent (only a 2 percent gain for the
third 1,000 words). The important implication for the teacher is
that each cf the first 1,000 words is used More than forty-four times
as often as those found in the third 1,000 wdrds. A student to get
the same usage would need to learn approximately forty-four of the
third 1,000 words for each word learned in the first 1,000 words
a fact that is not taken into consideration when standardized tests
are used to measure growth.

Table 1
Frequency of Word Usage: Children (63)

Number of
Words

Percent
Usage

Percent Ga'pri in Use
Per 1000 Words

10 .25f.'F

100 , 60
, 89

. 1,000 89 '
2,000 95 6 '
3,00() 97 2

Table 2 shows similar results for adult usage. In comparing the
3,060 words used most frequently by children with the 3,000
words used most frequently by adults, the author found an oyerlap
(words used by both children and adults) of approximately 2,000

14



Problems Faced by the Teacher l'

words. This means that with 4,000 wordsthose used frequently
only by children (about 1,000), only by adults (about 1,000), and
by children and adults together (about 2,000), it is possible to
identify 97 percent of all words used frequently by children and
adults in their writing.

Table 2
Prequency Word Usage: Adult (37)

Number of Percent Percent Gain in Use
Words Usage Per 1000.Words

100
1,000 89.6
2,000 5.8
3,000 2.3

Methods of Tea t

How to teach spelling, like learning hOw to spell, is not simple or
obvious. The complexities are deep-rooted because of the difficul-
ties inherent in thc English language. For this reason, teachers
should analyze the different methods of teaching spelling and
examine the research findings about them.

Some of the most comprehensive research in teaching methods
has been done in the area of spelling. It has attracted the efforts of
educational researchers in the early part of this century and has
persisted through the middle decades. Although there was,a period
of limited activity, there remains today considerable interest in dis-
covering the best methods for teaching spelling. There have been
many important findings, but the problem cited earlier persists: in
far too many instances classroom:teachers are not applying much of
what have proven effective through the years.

Fitzgerald (24:3) cited one reason for little change in techniques
of teaching spelling from the early days of this century until the
1950's:

Although many.,spelling investigations have been carried out dur-
Mg the past half century, imPr6vernePt in teaching of spelling has
been slow. One of the thief difficulties seems to have been that the
results of research and experimentations were not'readily available
to the teacher.

15



8 SPELLING

We can no longer hide behind a statement of this nature.
Through books, pamphlets, articles, and other means of communi-
cation, much of the information is now available to those who
should apply it. h is encouraging to note that in a few classrooms
we are now seeing refreshing, practical, and, in some cases, innova-
tive ?,plicarion of valid research findings.

1 6
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ANALYSIS OF METHODS
AND APPROACHES

Some teaching methods on which valid research . )rn cion exists
are: (1) spelling readine:-..s, (2) an incidental method (without formal
instruction), (3) the study of words in context as opposed to lists,
(4) learning unknown words, (5) the test-study-test versus the
study-test method, (6) phonic instruction, (7) spelling rules, (8) lin-
guistic generalizations, (9) individualized spelling instruction, and
(10) the amount of time that can be best used each week in spelling
instruction. Answers to questions raised through the application of
these methods are of value to the teacher. In the discussion that
follows, they Will be used to help establish effective methods for
classroom use.

Spelling Readiness,

There are two kinds of spellingrsadiness. A student needs to be in-
tellectually able and emotionally willing to learn. Both factors must
be reckoned with as spelling instruction is planned.

Emotional readiness is an individual matter. It is necessary
before learning can take place at, any stage of development, and
leathers need to be alert to the forces operating in a student's life
that either permit-or prevent learning. Intellectual readiness is
necessary before formal spelling study can begin. There are basic

.17
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readiness criteria that are important guides to the teacher of spell-
ing. A concise, but rather comprehensive list of these criterias has
been compiled by Read, Allred, and Baird. (60:14) They recom-
mend that the student should:

I. Have the ability to write and name all the letters of the, al-
phabet correctly.

2. Be able to copy words correctly
3. Be able to write his or her own nanie,without copying.

Be reading at about a sec:ind-grade reading level or better.
5. Be able to enunciate words clearly.
6. See that words are composed of different letters.

Have 'a beginning phonetic sense and recognize the common
letter-sound combinations.

8: Be able to write a few simple words from memory.
9. Ask for words he or she is in doubt about and be able to

express a few thoughts in writing.
10. Demonstrate a desire and interest in learning to spell.

Teachers should make certain that students meet these readiness
criteria before they are required to participate in formal spelling
study. By so doing students avoid the frustrations, negative at-
titudes, and lack of progress that accompany practices of this nature
and that often inhibit progress at a later time when the student
might otherwise have been ready.

The above caution nas particular significance when students
begin formal spelling study in the early grades as a class. Even
though most may be ready, there are some, often many, who are
nor yet prepared for the experience; and considerable damage can
result. It is not uncommon to find some students char have been
forced into fOrmal spelling study who don't even know all the let-
ters of the alphabet. Flow mucbbetter. it woCild, be for them to be
placed into activities that would help develop 'spelling readiness.
An excellent discussion on how this ,inight be accompliShed is
found in Gertrude Hildrech's book, Teaching Spelling. (36)

Incidental Approach.
Support has been voiced for a purely incidental approach to spell-
ing since the latter part of the nineteenth century. Advocates of this
position have nor been withoui opponents, however (73),. The evi-:
dence of the past several years .suppotts the position 'that even-

&
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A nab sis of Metods and ,Approaches 2:1

tiough spelling performance improves as a result of incidental
learning. ir-.7 :ban an incidental method is desirable. Fitzgerald
(24:40) rei',.7% To titer Gervase Blanchard:

t -OLpled with the findings of Gates and others mdi-
s eiirig the ir.dividual child a method hy which he can

learn to spell a word in a systematic manner is highly important. It
seems pedagogically unsound to abandon the child to a trial and er-
ror procedure for learning to spell a ww-

Hanna and Moore (32:335) report

The subject-matter teachers have a serious responsibility in the
business of checking spelling. However, spelling also neecis to be
taught separately in definite work sessions. We mUst not allow spell-
ing to -go by the board- in th t. sense of being casual or incidental: for
proficiency in,spelling is basic to success in all subjects where ideas
must be expreSsed ttirough writing.

Spell hm found t Ii.tve a high correlation with somc
phascs liilu s ability in other subjects. Among these areposi-
tive correlations between spelling and vocabulary (61:19) and
between spelling and reading. 54:225) Even thoughthese.positive
correlations exist, a review of the resqarch reveals that many words
remain'unlearned and that incidental spelling cannot be justified
solely by the nature of its relationship to other subjects. (57) The
need exists for the direct study of words in both formal and func-
tional ways.

Context versus Word Lists

Several .individuals have investigated ways in wthieh words should
,be taught for maximum efficiency and.effectiveness: Howley 'and
Gallup (43) compared the list method with the sentence, or
context, method and concluded that pupils who use the listMethod
did better than those who used the sentence method. Winch (75) in
gummarizing eight e4eriments used the term "direct" for the
study of words in a list and -the term "indirect" for the study of
words in context; he concluded that the "direct" method of teach-
ing spelling had proved superior to the "indirect" method. He also
indicated that uSe of the "direct" method resulted in superior
transfer value when children write dictation, in greater usage in
original compositions with less time consumed, and in better de-

.;
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2 SPE: LING

layed recall than did the "indirect.; method. Possibly the most
influential early study that attempts to answer this question was
per:ormed by McKee (51) in which he concludes that the columnar
(or word list method) is superior to the context method.

The results of. these early findings have been confirmed through
the years. In studies that have been conducted for the purpose of
discovering which method v%rd list or context approachis
more efficient, the bulk of the evidence favors the list method.
However, a few studies (29) have offered..the conclusion that learn-
ing spelling in context is at least as effectiv- as learning by lists.
Perhaps the reason for tht-se differences lies in the nature of the
study being conducted oi in the way context is being used.

Wallace (72) asked a question that deserves investig., don: "1,,,.
can context be used to supplement a fist , oacl 1 I resu:

(OW ,'d indicate that 5tudents achieved higher scores
in spelling when using a context plus a list approach. Stiie states,
however, that on the basis of her preliminary and limited study,
context is an aid to the spelling program and further investigation
should be made in this area.

Of all the research findings that are consistent, the one most
difficult for teach ,:rs or authors to accept in practice is that the list
method is more efficient than is the context method. Perhaps it is
possible to attribute this lack of acceptance to a misunderstanding
of what is meant by the list method. To many, the use of a list
means more than giving a list of Words. Frequently, the word is
used in tral context (say the word, use it in a sentence, say the word
again) but the student is required to write only the wordnot the
sentence. This approach saves time and has proven more efficient
than the approach in which a child is required to write the entire
sentence. The reasons for this greater efficiency are clear. A child
writing the entire sentence-often knows how---to spellzse-stl_of the
words, but perhaps a few of the words are too-diffiCca=l-trr4inr:::: ---
instances the only appropriate word in the senience for the student
to spell :is the One-taken from the list for which the sentence was
originally constructed. Thus,- for- maximum effitiency, the list
method should be supported by an oral context method, with the

'student writing only the Word, not the entire sentence,-This should
make-it acce7ptable for teachers to use'the list methocrin this
which is supported by findings Of carefully constructed research

.kstudies.
'2 0
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Learning Unknown Words

Inasmuch as our task is to spell words according to a standard form,
and the words with which we art concerned are those we use but
do not know how to spell, one of our prime concerns is to identify
how children learn to spell words they don't already know. This
concern should be pursued with vigor on the part of authors and
publishers.

Considerable research has been n ,,Trnin the best
methods for learniny ri most Irn-

;c find, ,4s j ji ith ) n.c Yalu( ,, we self-corrected test,
and 2) the discovery of steps to use in learning a word.

Self-Corrected Test

Relatively recent research data reveal that teachers of the past
have pot fully utilized the best single method.--the self-corrected
test. Thomas Horn (41:285) found the self,:tirrecied test in the
sixth grade to contribute "from 90 percent to 95 percent of the
achievement resulting from combined effort of the pronunciation
exercise, corrected test and study." He further writes, "The cor-
rected test appears to be the most important single factor

,contributing to achievement in spelling." The use of self-check
tests for reinforcement of spelling lessons was found valuable and it
"results in ..the learning of a significantly greater number of words
than usual techniques for teaching spelling." (19:376)'

Ernest Horn (39: 17-18) has surnmarized:

When corrected by the pupils and the results are properly Utilized,
the test is the most fruitful single learning activity (per unit of-time)
that has yet been devised. It helps pupils at all levels of spelling
ability.... As a learning activity, to have each pupil correct his owli
paperis better than to have pupils exchange papers or to have the
teacher correct them. However, the teacher will need to recheck
papers occasiOnally to discover pupils who .have difficulty in correct-
ing their own work.

The self-corrected test technique works well when conditions
exist that permit students to be tested on, a woid and to.correct it
immediately afterwards.. In such cases, the teacher -or spelling
partner says.the word, uses it in a sentence, and sayS the word again
while the student writes the word. The person who gave the test
then spells the vvord, emphasizing each letter as the student points ,

2 1
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nique, it should not be used exclusively. Once errors have been
identified, provision should be made for systematic study of the un-
known words according to proven study steps.

Effective Study Steps
Considerable research has been done to determine the best

methods for learning how to spell a word. In. addition to- the tech-
nique of the self-corrected test, the following steps are well-
established and recommended (39:19):

1. Pronounce each word carefully.
Look carefully at each part of the word as it is pronounced.

3. Say the letters in sequence.
4. Attempt «; recall how the word looks and spell the word to

Oneself.
5. Check this attempt to recall.
n. Write the word.

Check this spelling attempt.
8. Repeat the above steps if necessary.

The above, or- -similar, steps are found in most modern c.pelling

books.
Experience and research have proven the study steps to be valid

and helpful when properly applied. However, students often have
difficulty in applying the steps. to the study of words. Part of the
problem is that some students Memorize the steps, but few learn to
apply them properly. gome ceachers who have ,experienced
difficulty in getting 'students to apply the study steps have at-
tempted to modify them to make them more functional. One such
attempt is reported by Gilstrap (28:483), whose recommended
steps are:

I. . Look at the word and say it softly. If it has more than one part,
say it again, part hy part, looking at each part as you say it.
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2. Look at the letters and say each one. If the word has more than
one part, say the lerters part by paxt.
N.X'rlte the v.ord without looking at the book.

Some may feel there is psychological advantage to having three
her than eight study steps, but the three steps include nearly all

the elements of the eight study steps, and it is questionable that this
organization simplifies the process. The eight study steps apply vi-
sual, auditory, kinesthetic/tactile senses in a productive way. To
eliminate any of the steps might restrict the effectiveness of the ap-
proach. 'Perhaps simplified soldy procedures could be more func-
tional, but there is need for evidence based on considerable re-
"search befoe we are justified in replacing any of these proven
study steps.

Test-Study-Test versus Study-Test

Research findings comparing the test-s s-test method with the
study-test method strongly. favor the test-study-test methpd. Gates
(27) found this true for all grades above early third. Fitzgerald (22)
and Thomas Horn (40) support the idea that a pretest method may
even be better for the early grades.

Rieth (62) conducted a study to see if daily testing and correction
of five or six words was better than a study-test approach in weekly
re`view tests. The students who were tested daily did significantly
better on their review tests than when they were tested once a
week without daily testing. In his critique of research on, English,
Sherwin (66) concluded that spelling need not rely upon rules, nor
emphasize. the -hard spots, nor dwell upo 1 syllabification, but
should r/ether adopt the test-study7test approach.

Based on research findings, the.author recommends a test-study-
test approach for the intermediate grades and beyond, and for the
primary grades he recommends a preview test-study-test approach,
a method which permits the student to look over the words before
taking the test. One would expect this practice to be used exten-
sively by authors and' spelling 'instructors, but it seems to be
ignored much too often.

Phonic Instruction
As people spell they depend heavily upon the:r ability to use
phonics.. They usually determine individual sounds 'and then
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ass:)date the appropriate symbol for these sounds, or they hear the
pronunciation of a word as a whole and write the word according to
the sounds they have heard. Just how accurate is this method? To
what degree should this approach be trusted? Even though there
are some conflicting reports, the evidence can be summarized in
the follcwing statement;

A child's knowledge of phonetic principles plays an important role
in his being able to spell, hut instruction in phonics is an aid to spell-
ifig and not a .substitute for the systematic stdy of words in the
spelling list. (39)

A basic cause of problems faced by some spellers is that chey have
not developed the abdity to associate sounds with the appropriate
symbo;s. They might' not be allle to distinguish a short t(e/ sound
frorn a short /i/ sound, or they miyiear the sound of /r/ as being the
same. as /1/ or /m/. Their inability co assdciate sounds and symbols
effectively often renders them, helpless as far,. as spelling is
concerned, and they are ranked among the handicapped in spelling.

Even though phoMcs is useful, it has its limitations. A person
might spell correctly four out of.,five sounds, but by inaccurately
representing one out of five sounds, or by failing to write silentlet-
ters, this same person may misspell at least.ohe letter in the ma-
jority of words in the English language. Unfortunately for them,
credit is not given when four-fifths of a woid.is spelled accurately.
Students should use phonics ai an aid only, because complete de- /
pendence upon phonics will result in considerable frustration and
confusion.

Spelling Rides

Over forty y<.ars ago studies were conducted for the purpose of
answering the sluestion, To what extent should rules be taught in
order to help children learn hpw to spell? Several of these studies
have been reported by Forel (25), Sartorius (65), and King. (46)
Foran's pertinent summary may be paraphrased as follows:

1. Only a few rules should be faught. Those taught should have no
or few exceptions. ,
Some rules should. be taught; for children will generalize what
they have learned and such generalizing should be directed as,
far as the spelling of English words permits,
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3 Only one rule should be taught at a time.
A rule should he taught only when there.is need of it.

5. The teaching of the rules should be integrated with the arrange-
ment; r grouping of the words in the textbook.

6. Rules should be taught inductively rather than deductively.
;". There should he amplel-eviews of the rules both in the grades in

, which they have been learned and in the following grades.
11. Tests of knowledge of the rule should insist not so much upon

logical prekision as on comprehension and ability to use the rule.

More recent information concerning the use of rules continues
to support the earlier conclusions. These findings can be sum-
marized by saying that ,knowing a given rule may furnish a child
with a clue to how a word is spelled, but becaUse of the complexity
of the language and the many exceptions to most rulesi, a (.orn-
promise must be made between learning enough rules to give a
system for spelling and learning so many rules that they become a
burden. Rules cannot be conside.-:!d a central approach to the spell-
ing problem, but if they are approached reasonably and derived in-
ductively, they are helpful to many learners. (3)

The rules, that can be applied according to these guidelines are
listed below. Most of them have a few exceptions, but the Liles are
sufficiently universal to be of value to the speller. (60:46-48)

1. Some rules governing the addition of suffixes and infleCted
endings are:
a.- Words ending in silent e drop the e when adding a suffi:: or

ending beginning with a vowel and keep the e when adding
a suffix or ending beginning with a consonant.

bake manage
' baking managing

baker management
b When a root word ends in) preceded by a consonant, they

is changed to i in adding suffixes and tinding.s unless the
ending or suffix begins with i.

fly study
fhes stu4ing
flying studious

studies
c . When a root word ends in y preceded by.a vowel, the róot

word is not changed when-adding suffixes or endings.
play . monkey
playful monkeys
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d. When a one-:;yllable word ends in a consonant with one
vowel bel(,:e it, the consonant is doubled before adding a
suffix or ending beginning with a vowt1.

run ship
unning shipping

shipment
e. ln words of more than one syl!.Alle, tly: final consonant is

doubled before addnr. a suffix or erding if: ( 1) the last
syllable is accented. (2) tiit, last syllable ends in a consonant
with one vowel before it, am', 5) the suffix Or ending beginS
with vowel.

'_gin admit
beginning admittance

letter,/ is always followed bra in common English words.
queen quiet

c) English words end in r..

begin with t:ap ta etters:.
roperi iectiyes formed from proper nouns

America American
5. ik,ost abbreviations end with a period.

etc. Nov.
6. 1 r. apostrophe is used to show the omissiun of letters in

Iztractions.
don't haven't

apos,- ,phe is used to indicate the possessive form of
nwi ..ut not pronouns.

boy's its
dog's theirs '

8. When adding s to words to,form plurals or to change the tense
of verbs, ri must be-added to words ending with the hissing
sounds (x,s,sh,ch).

glass watch
glasses watches

Vhen is added to words ending in a single./ the is changed
to r and es is added.

half
halves sshheellyef s

10. When ei Or ie are to be used, i usually comes before e except
after c or when sounded like a. (Note these eXceptions: leisure,
neither, seize, and weird.)

believe neighbor
relieve weigh .
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Linguistic denerulizutions

Attention paid to linguistic generalizations ranks as one of two
things that have made the greatest impact on spelling programs and
practices during the past decade. (The other is individualized
instruction, which will be discussed in the next section.) Advocacy
of the use of phonic patterns spans many years (32:56), but the
greatest impact of linguistic generalizations has been felt only
recently. Much of this influence is the result of work done by Paul
R. Hanna and others, who feel tharaccess to the following develop-
ments has made new breakthroughs possible in spelling research
(.31):

The iontent and techniques of descriptive linguistics
2. The benefits of iornputer-based dSta processing

The modern views of -structured learning'.

Hanna and others concluded that "the spelling of phcnemes of the
American-English language is much more highly consistent than
heretofore believed by spelling researchers,- and that '!inuch of the
spelling of American-English can be taught by develOping the
pupil's understanding of the structural principles underlying the or-
thography." (31:57)

The results of this And related research on the struCture of the
language have caused several authors and publishers to assume that
if the findings are applied to spelling programs and instructithi,*
students ,will learn to spell better than they have from previously
used programs. Though this possibility exists, a thorough review of
the literature reveals a need for extensive research on the subject as
it relates io student growth in spelling ability. Although access to
modern technology has allowed us to learn more about the lan-
guage, educators have done what they are. often accused of doing:
adopting practices before their effectiveness has been established
through adequate testing.

As helpful as recent findings are in describing the language ac-
curately, .thv question of how useful specific generalizations are in
teaching spelling remains unanswered. Some elements of the lan-
guage; such as the majority of consonant sounds, are spelled with
nearly 100 percent regularity, but learning these sounds as spelling
generalizations is neither necessary nor helpful since regularly

'spelled 'consonants seldom Cause spelling difficulties. Some pat-
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terns may-occur with a high degree of regulvtrity but apply to only a
few words or to words that are not frequently used in writing.
',Another problem in identifying valid geaeralizations for spelling

study is that phonic and structural analysis principles which are use-
ful in learning to read may not always be helpful for spelling. It is
true that the word-analysis generalization; that students learn do
help them as they spell many words, but it is a mistake to assume
that linguistic generalizations will always help in spelling. For
example, learning that the letter "c" has the sound of Is/ when
followed by "e," or -y- helps studeats pronounce the word
"city- when they see it in print. But this information is less helpful
when learners try to spell the word "city" because they cannot see
the word. They only hear the /s/ sound. If they believe that the-/s/
sound is always made by "c" when it is followed by "i," the learners
are in trouble when attempting to spell "sit" or "sister." In order to
be helpful for the purposes of spelling, a linguistic generalization
must Supply information students can use as they hear or think of
words, not just as they see them in print.

Despite these problems, it is possible to identify some spelling
patterns that apply to a large number of words. By including quali-
fying words, such as -usually," "sometimes,- or -often," these pat-
terns may be used' for the groupittig of words that students are
learning to spell. Some sounds occur with so many varied spellings
that attempting to apply generalized statements to them i more
confusing than helpful. It is, though, useful to help students com-
pare and contrast different spellings like these so that they can be
alert to the need for careful visual discrimination when these
sounds are spelled.

Individualized,Spdling Instruction
The concept of individualized spelling instruction has been confus-
ing because no commo.. agreement exists on what constitutes an in-
dividualized approach to spelling. To some teachers it is little more
than incidental learning where students find for themselves words
they feel should be learned but where they receive no formal spell-
ing instruction. To others, individualized spelling instruction is
defined much differently. Th se teachers attempt to place students
at the level of learning for whib they are prepared and teach them
according to proven methods o struction, while permitting them
to move at their own pace.
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Some writers, e.g., Hall (30), Eisrnan (20), and Dunne (16), have
published articles that point out the need for individualized instruc-
tion, but there are relatively few studies reported in which indi-
vidualized methods have actually been used. Among the few
reported, Noall and Ceravalo (55) found individualized instruction
beneficial to children in some aspects of spelling. A programmed
course in spelling developed at Weston, Massachusetts (18), has
been reported to benefit children in learning how to spell. Allred,
Read, and Baird (1) reported a t.,o-year longitudinal study that
compared an individualized approach with a whole-class approach
in which functional and formal spelling comparisons were made by
grade level and by reading levels within grades. For the inter-
mediate grades, findings indicated that the individualized approach
produced results as good as or better in all instances. Similar results
were found in formal instruction in the primary grades with the ex-
ception of low ability students in the third grade. (1) Masoner (49)
compared the individualized approach referred to above with a dif-
ferent whole-class approach and found significant differences favor-
ing the individualized approach in both formal and functional spell-
ing at the sixth-grade Crosland (12) discovered no significant
differences between an ii;.1ividualized approach and a whole-class
approach in a study she conducted at the eighth-gra& level.

Approaches to individualized spelling instruction that have
generated much interest from time to time and chat may hold
promise for the future are those which use magnetic tape
recorders, tachistoscopes, or computers. The use of magnetic tape .

recorders and tachistoscopes has been studied for several years
with some positive, but not always conclusive, results. Recently, in-
formation has become available conterning computer-assisted
instruction (CAI).

Durrell and others (.17) found that CAI was an effective and
efficknt means of teaching spelling, sensitive to individual needs,
effective for weaker students, and useful remedial work. Bubba
and Thorhallsson (5) in a "spelling c4ues" project tested the ability
of a CAI approach to ihstruct students in spdling with preliminary
indications chat the program was successful. Although Demshock
and Riedesel (14) found no s;gnificant differences between the CAI
approach- they used and the one with which it was conilmred, they
did conclude that CA I could individualize spelling instruction.

There are many different ways to use the computer. Some
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should prove successful while others may fail, but it does appear
likely that this aid has some value in specialized situations. One
concern, however, is cost. CAI will need to become affordable
before its widespread acceptance or use can be expected.

In spite of what we know about the wide range of spelling ability
within tht classrooms, far too little is being done to individualize
spelling instruction. Differences among students are recognized,
and lip service is paid to the need for meeting these differences, but
the existetke of these differences is denied by the way we teach.
Frequently, no provision is made to adjust the spelling curriculum.
In some instances token attempts to individualize are made by the
addition of sometimes inappropriate words to the regular list for
the advanced student, or by subtracting words from the list for the
less capable. But far too infrequently are students placed at their
own levels and permitted to move at their own paces, which is the
essence of individualized spelling instruction.

Spelling is one of the less difficult areas of the curriculum to indi-
vidualize. Even though many individual words are difficult to spell,
the consequences of missing a particular word or step are not as
serious as they are in some other curriculum areas. For this reason,
spelling is one of the safest areas of instruction for a teacher to
begin to individualize. Furthermore, sufficient information and ma-
terials now exist that make it possible for teachers to begin a
program of individualized spelling instruction. .

Time Allotments for Spelling

One of the findings of spelling research that can be pertinent to
teachers is the ont relating to the amount of time that can be used
most efficiently. A study reported by Jarvis (45) indicated that
children do not benefit from extended periods of study in 'spelling.
He 'found that children in the intermediate grades benefited as
much from a 20-minure spelling period each day as they did from a
40-minute period. The bulk of earlier findings indicates that
children do not benefit from more than 75 mihines per week, and
there is evidence that this amount of time could be reduced. (39)
The reasons for these findings are related to interest and motiva-
tion. The task of learning to spell resembles that of reading the dic-
ticnary: the subject might be of interest, but the plot changes too
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often. It is more efficient to involve students in a highly motivating
spelling experience for a short period of time than it is to involve
them in successive, lengthy daily experiences of study and practice.
Wise use of this information can save valuable time for other
activities and result in comparable learning and better student at-
titudes toward spelling.

3 1
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Causes of the wide range of spelling ability within any class are
many and varied. The problems of identifying reasons for existing
differences, their nature, and bow to overcoine thetii are more tax-
ing than those of locating difierences. Causes of some of the most
striking differences are physical in nature. Quite logial1y, the
s-thara-stic -progress of child-with-extreme-health-probleras_willsuf,
fer. An illust:ation of this is a teacher who pointed to a fourth-
grade child and commented that according to test results the child
had "grown three years" academically during the past three
months. In response to the question, "My word, whatdid you do?"
the teachei indicated that the child had taken ..an eye exaMination
and had been fitted with glasses. Here was a child who had been
considered mentally retarded but who needed only to see better.
Physical impairments contribute much to the lack of achievement
of some children. However, other factors play a greater role for the
majority of students, for "low spelling achievement is 'much more
often due to faulty training in spelling and other language skills

than it is to physical defect." (24:191)
_

Frequent Causes of Spelling Deficiency

lists of frequent causes of spelling deficiency have been prepared
through the years. Two of these lists seein particularly comprehen-
sive. The first, Organized by Hollingsworth and referred to by Fitz-
gerald (24:193), includes:

1. sensory defects either of the eye orof the ear
2. the quality of general intelligence
3. faulry auditory perception
4. faulty visual perception
5. sheet failure to remember
6. lack of knowledge of meaning
7. motor avAcwardness and uncoordination
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8. lapses
9. transfer of habits previously acquired

10. individual idiosyncrasies
11. temperamental traits.

Horn's (38:1347-1349) list includes:
1. poor study habits
2. lack of sufficient reading
3. writing slowly or illegibly
4. faulry speech habits
5. lack of interest (no other factors impede learning in spelling as

much as does a lack of interest or the presence of undesirable
aiiitudes)

6. home conditions
7. physical characteristics

personaliry-trairs
9. specialized disabilities

10. lack of good sound perception and discrimination
11. low intelligence even though high intelligence does not

guarantee superior spelling abiliry
12. poor visual memory..

Horn indicates that with- the exception of lack of interest, the two
most important contributions to a student's inability to spell are
lack of auditory imagery and lack of visual imageryimportant
clues for teachers of spelling.

Overcoming Spelling Deficiencies
The most important contributions to good spelling are high pupil
interest and the development of efficient auditory and visual
imagery. Efforts should be made in these area's, in .attempling to
overcome spelling deficiencies within the classroom.

High Pupil Inter6t
The "why" of high pupil interest in spelling instruction is ob-

vious, but the "how" is not so clear-cut. Initial interest and motiva-
tion on the part of students often dies or is killed. Teachers must
face reality concerning this condition, take juitified responsibility,
and seek diligently to discover causei and cures. Why is it that a
pupil, highly motivated in a given subject, completely loses interest
over a period of time? Answers must be found to this question and
appropriate action taken.
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-Needed actions concerning these problems are rooted in re-
search findings discussed earlier. Some clues come from the
amount of time most effectively spent in spelling instruction. The
nature of the subject is different from many others: in spelling
there is no plot, and a short, _highly motivating experience is _

needed. There is also evidence that appropriate placement and in-
dividual progress are needed. Students will not remain motivated if
the task is either too easy or too hard or if progress is not evident.
Ineffective methods and approaches foster boredom and little
progress.

'Though the major thrust toward keeping students motivated
must be in connection with routine spelling activities, sources of
help in this area are educationally sound games and puzzles. It is
possible to create and organize games in such a way as to apply re-
search findings productively_ and enjoyably. Teachers can either
develop games of their own or locate commercially produced
games and puzzles that accomplish the desired results. Their
proper use can add variety to the ways of studying spelling and can
help maintain students interest that also extends to the formal
study of spelling. In addition, teachers have found that through
games students not only learn content but develop the ability to
work together. (34:6)

Cautions should be taken in the selection and use of games and
puzzles. Some games merely occupy time and have little educa-
tional value. Howevei, when enjoyment is mixed xith meaningful
content, both learning and interest are enhanced. .

Teachers are encouraged to apply effective methodology and to
engage in activities that help build motivation; otherwise, they will
not maintain or develop that single most important factor in a'
child's learning to spellpuPil interest.

Auditoty Imagery'

There are two major dimensions to be considered when the sense
of hearing is related to spelling abilityauditory acuity and audi-
tory discrimination. On the surface it would appear that both would
play vital roles in the spelling process. Whik one would expect this
to be so, it is no; the case. Differences in auditory acuity do not dif-
ferentiate good and poor spellers; whereas, sound perception and
discrimination are significantly related to spelling ability. (38)

One reason auditory discrimination has proven valuable to
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children is that the English language is approximately 85 percent
phonic. (56) In spite of the irregularities of English spelling, if a
child's auditory discrimination is good, this alone will account for
the correct spelling of many English words. Training in this area can
be of great value. Fortunate is the person who devdops this ability.

In the case of auditory acuity, it is not so much how well one
hears, hut merely if the person is able to identify the spelling task.
Once die, task is known, other processes spring into action and
hearing acuity no longer plays a significant role.

Of add3tional interest is the related research of Scrag and Rich-
mond (67:453), who found that -most of the research on auditory
discrimination and socio-economic status indicates that derived
chikiren are less able co discriminate the sounds used in speech
than their more advantaged peers.- Clark and Richards (8) found
that -among economically advantaged and disadvantaged pre-school
children a deficiency in auditory discrimination was found in the
economically disadvantaged child.

Findings of this nature give rise to the need to learn more about
the kind of instruction and- testing required by those who are
placed. into categories such as culturally deprived, economically
disadvantaged, bilingual, etc.,There have been studies (9:41-48)
(26) (52) (53) (64) which show that many deprived, and bilingual,
children score on a level comparable with their middle class age-
mates when tested on the language that they actually speak as op-
posed to Standard American English.

Reasons for this condition may be partiaily explained by Louise
Matteoni and Harold B. Allen (50:15):

References to this group often have employed such terms as
Lultai-alh di iJ, antage/. culturally deprited. deprived. underprivileged.
and alienated. with the strong imphcation that deprivation.
dtiadt:intage. and the like are synonymous with defect. But ae
increased understanding drawn upon in this discussion has in-
troduced a new terminology without such an implication. It is now
reoignized that those who are -culturally different.' are not
necessarily culturally -deprived- or inferior.

There is little evidence available concerning the relative perfor-
mance of these children in the area of spelling; however, the illus
tration cited behm in the related area of reading is revealing
(50:1 5):
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The child who reads mouth as -mouf- or even reads ask as the his-
torical -aks- is actually doing a fine job of reading. He recognizes the
visual symbol of the word he knows orally, and the teacher who
tampers with his pronunciation at-this time iS quite likely to create
for the child a serious psychological hazard that will retard future
reading progress.

It would seem that the condition also eirists in the area of spell- .
ing, but perhaps not as much. The -number of irregularities in
English spelling causes all students the frustration of having to spell
many words whose written symbols do not correspond directly
with the spoken sounds. The degree to which the problem may be
greater for the culturally different has not yet been- determined,
and is a fertile field for further research.

Visual Imagery
One of the main problems in spelling is the inability of students

to spell words that violate phonic principles. Investigation indicates
that the major process by which a child learns words not spelled
phonically is by visualizing those words as they have been seen or
as they resemble other words. Hunt and others (44:342) identified
"the ability to look at a word and to produce it later" as one of the,
four factors, besides general intelligence, that affect the ability to
spell English words. Because this skill is so important, educators
should help students develop it. Unfortunately, this is not a simple
task. However, some suggestions have been made for its develop.
rnent, and a few methods have been devised for its improvement.

Durrell and Sullivin (17) suggest e.d there probably should be
increased emphasis placed on the association of auditory and visual
patterns that make up words in order that pupils may generalize in
trying to spell words for which they have no clear, specific images.
Toohy (70) suggested that drawing and typing improve children's
ability to look carefullY and thus improve visual memory. Radaker
(59) tested a method in which subjects were to visualize words as
though they were projected on a large outdoor theater screen.
Through.this method students tried to stabilize the image and
retain it as long as possible. It was found that developing imagery in
this way is successful in improving spelling performance over long
periods of time.

A method of teaching slow-learning and remedial pupils how to
spell was developed by Grace Fernald (21). Thii approach relies
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heavily on touch and motion and results in improved visual imagery
for those who use it.

In order to develop visual memory, Wheeler and Wheeler (74)
have suggested that teachers should teach students to diagram or
draw a picture of what they have read. The suggested steps are: (1)
help children build associations around the mental image of a word
or printed idea that you want remembered, (2) require the students
to recall visualizing the word or idea they are trying to remember,
(3) increase perceptual spans for thought units, phrase, senter..e,
and paragraph reading to locate key words and ideas, etc., (4) build
the student's sight vocabulary, (5) help 'students develop the ability
to visualize or personalize what they read or study.

More recent literature reveals continued interest in ways of using
visual memory methods to improve spelling ability. Hendrickson
(35:40) says that although students have not learned many of the
basic visuarabilities, many children do have an adequate skill of vi-
sualization. As children learn to visualize, they learn to observe,
and recognizing a misspelled word becomes a process of matching
the word visualized. Ciotti and Krairtz (7) developed a program for
spelling that includes kinesthetic, auditory, and visual involvement.
Emphasis is placed upon total wird recall, understanding meaning,
"and the use of words in contextual sentences. Kuhn and Schroeder
(47) found that the use of oral and visual discrimination techniques
in the corrected-test procedure resulted in significantly higher
spelling scores in fourth and sixth grades for both boys and girls,
and for both high and low achievers.

Cohen (11), in his studies of visual i*rception and disadvantaged
children, found that: (1) urban disadvantaged children scored
poorly on tests of visual perception, and (2) visual perception and
intelligence are highly correlated. He (10) also found that disad-
vantaged students have less general information than advantaged
children and that there is a higher evidence of severe visual per-
ceptual dysfunctions among disadvantaged children.

Plessas and Dison (58) found 'that when phonic clues are held
reasonably constant, good readers who spell well discriminate bet-
ter visually than do good readers who have low achievement in
spelling. Also, since visual discrimination depends upon some form
of word memory or imagery, childrvn who are more able in reading
than in spelling perhaps rely too syongly on phonics than on visual
study in learning to spell certain new words.
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It would be unsound to leave the discussion of auditory and vi-
sual imagery without recognizing that it is extremely rare, as in the

case of the deaf or blind, that auditory and visual imagery function
independently of each other. Day and Wedeil (13:38-9) investi-
gated the commonly held assumption that visual and auditory
memory are important component "itif:rrions in children's spelling.
In their words:

It is clearly'impossible to state that spelling, for example, depends

on a given level of sptdfic cognitive functioning, excepr possibly a
minimal level, but from the present study it could be argued that
each of the groups achieved its level of spelling from a different
combination of functions. The extent to which a deficient function
might handicap an individual child in spelling coUld well depend on
the levels of his other relevant skills. It is hardly surprising, there-
fore, that studies relating visual and auditory memory to spelling
have often produced inconsistent findings.

The eight study steps, referred to earlier on page 24, help
students develop and use visual imagery along with auditory and

kinesthetic senses. Undoubtedly this is one reason why
conscientious application of the study steps has proven so success-
ful through the years.

In summary, a relativel; small number of methods have been
used by teachers to help develop visual imagery. A few methods
have been researched and found helpful, but because of the nature
of the task and the differenceS among students, most teachers have

not been helped. The provision .of study steps that help develop vi-
sual memory is one exception, however, that has helped teachers
do a better job. The author recognizes that teachers might not be

able to identify the imagery deficiencies and capabilities of each in-
dividual within a classroom. But identifying them should remain an
area of concern, add spelling instruction must provide what best
suits the individual student.



FUTURE NEEDS AND DEVELOPMENTS

Questions that might be asked regarding spelling are: What does
the future hold for spelling instruction? What areas of spelling need
to be researched? No absolute or comprehensive answers arc: avail-
able, but we are reasonably sure that school districts, schools, and
individual classroom teachers will continue to use published spell-
ing programs for several years to come. Along with these programs
there will be increased --attempts to use supplemental materials to
meet the needs Of individual students.

Continued attention should be given to (1) spelling -reform', (2)
application of past research, (3) application of proven study steps,
(4) keeping interest high, and (5) individualized instruction. New
research could be conducted in the areas" of (1) individualized
instruction, (2) visual imagery, (3) spelling and linguistic generaliza-
tions, and (4) machine teaching, including the use of computer-
assisted instruction.

Spelling Reform

Although there are many strengths in the English language as. it
now exists, spelling is not one of them, and there is need for
continued reform. Scholarly studies should be conducted and sup-
port given to the valid changes that are recommended for simplify-
ing English spelling. Of all the possible protests in our society to-.
day, one dealing with simplified spelling should rank among the
most important.
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Heilman echoes the sincere feelings of. many conscientious edu-
cators (33:112):

The many alternative approaches available for cracking the code
mig:it be interpreted as evidence that mastering the English system
of writing poses a formidable challenge. There is no question that
English spelling reform is long overdue. The present practice of at-
tempting co teach all Americin youth to read and spell English is the
foremost example- of conspicuous consumption of a nation's
resources since the building of the pyramids. Unfortunately for
many children, the belief is still widely held :hat our economy can
still afford this cruel waste.

Without doubt, the most patriotic and educationally sound
endeavor that reading teachers, and their teachers, could follow
would be to set a date a few years in the future and decline hence-
forth to teach another child to read traditional English writing. The
brief delay suggested would provide time for a federal iommission
to devise a sweeping and thorough spelling reform of English.

Application of Past Research

Since the chief problem of learning present English spelling ap-
pears to be a more critical and universal application of the evidence
now available, educators are encouraged to become well-ac-
quainted with research related to the teachin3 of spelling and learn
how to apply it. They shouhi exert continued efforts to ensure
utilization of valid findings within each classroom.

Application of Proven Study Steps

Steps have been found that are very helpful in learning to spell
- words, and, though many peoplememorize the steps, few actually

learn to apply them. It is recommended that publishers organize
their materials Such that students actually apply proven study steps
during spelling study. It is also recommended that teachers help
students apply valid study steps in the study of other unknown
words.

Keeping Interest High
Since no other factor is as impoitant in spelling study as high
interest, it is critical that a teacher keep this constantly in mind.
Activities should be used that keep students looking forward to the
spelling period. Important to the success of these activities_ is
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teaZher attitude. If the teacher looks forward to spelling study, it is
likely the children will also. When the teacher fails to enjoy the
experience, it is time to analyze what is taking place and make
necessary adjustments. This can be done 41. a variety of ways. A
change in the time of day for spellhIg study or a change in the way
students and teachers work together is helpful. The introduction of
activities such as studying homonyms, working ',tizzies, or playing
useful games are stimulating, but Most important_of all iS,the.ap-
proach taken toward comprehensive spelling study. Students_ need
to discover its importance and be involved in meaningful, stimulat-
ing activities that develop competencies which improve l'.6th ll
ing and self-concepts.

Individualized Spelling Instruction

A trend that is becoming more prevalent throughout the nation is
that of not only recognizing the existence of individual differences
but also of doing something about them through individualized
spelling instruction. This trend is expected to continue, and dif-
ferent methods should be devised that will help meet the needs Of
individual students. This suggests the need to use existing indi-
vidualized spelling programs or to develop new ones. Once new'
programs and methods are developed, they should be thoroughly
researched and their value estabhshed before they are used exten-
sively.

Visual Imagery

Visual imagery is one of the most important contributions to good
spelling, yet little concrete help is available to teachers and children
concerning its development. Serious efforts should be expended in
developing and researching programs and methods for improving
visual imagery.

Spelang and Linguistic Generalization.i

& Icifb 1ff- fee EhTyeaTSc-oricefti ihrtter:Vcine rice'
importance of spelling and linguistic generalizations in spelling
instruction. A review of the literature reveals that much more has
been done in the identification of these generalizations than in the
actual testing of contributions to spelling growth. It is recom-

, mended that careful and comprehensive research be conducted ter
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determine their value. Through research, not just conjecture,
answers should be found to the following questions:

Which generalizations contribute most to spelling growth?
How many can be learned for maximum bene&?
When should they be introduced?
How should they jpe organized?
How should they be taught?
What learning activities should be used in conjunction with the
generalizations in order to produce growth?
Can a program built around the generalizations be more success-
ful than a program that doesn't use the generalizations?
Which, if any, of the generalizations can be used effectively to
supplement existing programs?

The use of spelling and linguistic generalizations has had great
. impact on spelling programs during the past decade. Unfortu-

nately, too few of the published materials are based upon valid re-
search findings relating to spelling growth. A primary reasOn for
this' is that too little research is available. Because of the current
influence of spelling and linguistic generalizations on spelling pro-
grams, immediate answers need to be found in this area more than
in any other.

Machine and Computer-Assisted Instruction

Machine aids, especially the tape recorder and computer-assisted
teaching, have made important inroads in several instructional
areas during the past decade. Then: contributiong to spelling could
be valuable. They have the capacity to store information in unique
and.potentially effective ways. Through their use, students can be
motivated, and instruction can be individualized. Approaches using
these devices knight prove successful with all or certain elements of
'the student population. Continued research on their contributions
is needed.

Culturally Different
Research findings have shown that the culturally different in
general do sather poorly academically. There are now indications
that many of these childrenc. can do as well as their middle class
counterparts when tested on thelanguage they actually speak. How

4 2
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children learn and who learns the most and under what conditions
children learn the best are the focus of controversy among educa-
tors and involve very complex issues. One thing is clear, however;
more good research is needed before answers to the qUestions can
be given. Methods of instruction directly related to the culturally
different are ripe for exploration.

Future Developments

Needed reform of English spelling will be slow in coming, and the
need for people to learn the present system will remain.

Many innovations will probably appear in the futUre as funds and
efforts become committed to their development. While people
should be encouraged to take advantage of what is presently avail-,
able, they shoUld remain open to new methods and procedures that
will aid both the teacher and the learner. One caution is that the
value of these new methods should be established before they are
accepted- wholesale. It is.important that research be conduCted over
sufficiently long periods of time to determine whether or not its
methods are valid and its contributions to the field worthwhde. Be-
cause the consequences of our actions are so far reaching,c.they
must not be left to chance.
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